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Mark Salman
Director of Academics, Instructor, Music Theory, 
Collegiate Preparatory Class

Hailed as a “heroic virtuoso,” and “a dazzling performer,” Mark Salman’s 
performances have been described as “powerful,” “astonishing, exacting and 
evocative,” “dramatic,” “wildly imaginative” and “touchingly lyrical.” Of his 
performance of Beethoven’s Hammerklavier sonata one authority stated, “there 
are probably only five or six pianists in the world who can play [it] as perfectly.”
Mr. Salman is a native of Connecticut, where he began his studies at the age of 
eight and made his recital debut at eleven. A graduate of The Juilliard School, 
he studied with Richard Fabre and Josef Raieff. He previously attended the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for two years, where he concentrated 
on chamber music and composition, studying with the noted composer, John 
Harbison.

Joseph Gottesman
Director of Chamber Music and Ensembles

His performing and teaching career has taken him from Lincoln Center to 
Broadway, and from New York and Seattle to Tokyo. He has toured most of the 
United States, as well as Europe and the Far East. In 2006 he was chosen as the 
viola soloist for Lincoln Center’s production of Bernarda Albaand has appeared 
as Principal Violist in Aida, Bombay Dreams, 110 in the Shade, as well as the 
national production Phantom of the Opera. In the 1990s he served as Professor 
of Viola at Western Washington University, where he also coached chamber 
music and conducted performances of the WWU Chamber and Symphony 
Orchestras. He has also been the viola coach for the Greater Boston Youth 
Orchestra, as well as for the Seattle Youth Symphony Orchestra and the Bellevue 
Youth Symphony. Mr. Gottesman conducts master classes and clinics throughout 
the United States in solo, chamber, and orchestral playing. His pedagogical 
interests extend, as well, to adult enthusiasts in violin, viola, and chamber music. 
For ten years he served on the faculty of Chamber Music and Composers Forum 
of the East, in summer residence at Bennington College.

Lauren Halsey 
Instructor, Ear Training 

Lauren Halsey is graduating from the University of Washington in 2018 with 
a Ph.D. in music theory and a secondary emphasis in ethnomusicology. In her 
dissertation entitled “Exploring Rhythm in György Ligeti’s Late Works,” Halsey 
focuses on how Ligeti’s compositional style transformed from micropolyphony, 
where individual rhythms are inaudible, to an emphasis on audible rhythmic 
structures. Halsey currently works at the University of Washington where she 
teaches undergraduate courses in music theory and ear training. She also taught 
introductory music theory, ear training, and first-year western music history 
at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Halsey received a master’s 
degree in music theory in 2012 and a bachelor’s degree in music education with a 
clarinet emphasis in 2010 from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
Her ongoing research involves the study of Ruth Crawford Seeger, Kaija Saariaho, 
Béla Bartók, Conlon Nancarrow, Brazilian popular music from 1968–1975, and 
rap and hip-hop music in the United States from 2000 to the present.

Adam Haws
Instructor, Music History, Composition

Adam Haws is a composer of diverse musical interests, equally at home writing 
song cycles, chamber works, symphonic scores, and electronic music. Recent 
projects include an innovative concert of new works and arrangements for 
period instruments performed by Seattle-based group sound|counterpoint, a 
piano work called Etenraku that was performed at various Seattle sister cities 
throughout Europe and Asia by concert pianist Angelo Rondello as part of the 
Seattle Music Exchange Project, and the release of ambient records Nightway 
and The Locked Room on the Somniloquy label. Adam holds degrees from the 
Indiana University Jacobs School of Music (MM and DMA), and Western 
Washington University (BM), where he also taught. He currently lives in Seattle 
with his rambunctious cat Tamino.

Maria Larionoff
Instructor, Violin Audition Class

Described by the New York Times as “stunning, incisive and radiant”, violinist 
Maria Larionoff is the Artistic Director of the String Orchestra of the Rockies in 
Montana and co-Artistic Director of The American String Project, as well 
as a member of the Vancouver-based “Vetta” string quartet. A graduate of 
the Juilliard School, Ms. Larionoff is the former Concertmaster of the Seattle 
Symphony and member of the Los Angeles Philharmonic first violin section. She 
has served on the faculties of UW School of Music and the Indiana University 
Jacobs School, as well as numerous national and international music festivals. 
Ms. Larionoff teaches the popular violin excerpt “Bootcamp” class, a course 
designed to prepare students for all levels of orchestra auditions.

Juan Felipe Molano
SYSO Music Director, Instructor, Music Appreciation

Mr. Molano brings twenty years of vibrant teaching and performing experience 
to the position of SYSO Music Director. His career includes conducting 
positions with top professional and youth orchestras throughout Europe, the 
United States, Asia, South and Central America. He has served as Conductor of 
Youth Orchestra Los Angeles (YOLA), a program of the L.A. Philharmonic, as 
well as the American Youth Symphony, Yucatan Symphony Orchestra, 
Colombia Youth Philharmonic, and many others.  He has also held professor 
positions at the Longy School of Music at Bard College, the National 
Conservatory of Music of Colombia, the Superior School of Arts of Yucatán, 
EAFIT University and others. Maestro Molano is committed to inspiring and 
nurturing growth in young musicians and has a deep interest in equity and 
inclusion.

Anastasia Solomatina 
Official Pianist, Instructor, Keyboard Harmony

Anastasia is a 2003 graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music, where she studied 
with Peter Serkin and Eleanor Sokoloff. She continued with doctoral studies at 
Kazan State Conservatory, completing the program in 2008. She was awarded 
the National Talented Youth Award by decree of President Putin before leaving 
Russia in 2008 to continue her professional activity in the United States. She has 
given recitals throughout Russia, USA, Italy, and Sweden.

For more information:
syso.org/conservatory

206.686.3142  evan.berge@syso.org

“Truly one of Seattle’s hidden jewels. Where else 
can music-loving kids get small classes headed by 

top musicians/teachers who dote on them, who know 
them by name and care so much that they learn?”

-SCM PARENT



Core Academics
*Music Theory
These courses cover the basic vocabulary necessary to understand
and analyze music. Students will begin with fundamentals such as
key signatures and basic four-part harmony. As students advance
they will study part-writing and develop music analysis skills, as well
as techniques such as species counterpoints and eventually atonal
theory. Placement tests are available if you are unsure which level is
appropriate.

Theory I begins with the fundamentals of musical notation, then 
progresses through concepts like the circle of fifths, key signatures, 
relative and others. Harmonic functions and basic four-part writing 
will be introduced, along with beginning harmonic analysis. 
Students without any music theory training should start here.

Theory II continues the basic functions of tonal music including 
four-part writing, seventh chords, inversions, binary and ternary 
forms, and others.

Theory III continues the exploration of the practices of tonal 
music.  Small class sizes allow more individualization of 
instruction. Species and tonal counterpoint, as well as basic 
structure and analysis of fugues will be studied.

*Ear Training 
These courses correspond directly with music theory topics. Ear
develops the two principal skills of sight-singing and dictation.
Sight-singing will have students developing their sense of pitch and
rhythm by actualizing musical material with their voices. Dictation
will have students identifying musical ideas in a live setting by
practicing rhythmic, melodic, and four-part dictation. The various
levels of ear training are designed to be taken concurrently with the
same music theory level. Placement tests are available if you are
unsure which level is appropriate.

Music History & Literature
The history courses offered help students develop a broad knowledge 
of music literature and historical styles that is crucial to effective 
performance. We use a chronological approach designed to study 
interrelationships between composers, styles, and surrounding 
cultures. Music History I encompasses the major works and composers 
of the 17th and 18th centuries and Music History II encompasses the 
19th and 20th centuries. Music History can be taken out of order. 

Keyboard Harmony
Piano proficiency is a core competency for every serious music student. 
This class is a companion to all levels of music theory classes and 
teaches basic piano proficiency with an emphasis on chord formation 
and basic technique. No prior experience is required.

Composition 
The study of music composition is one of the most exciting and 
enriching pursuits in a comprehensive music curriculum. Composition 
class is a seminar-based course for young composers of all levels, from 
beginning students exploring the creation and sculpting of simple 
melodies, to highly advanced composers honing details of full 
orchestral pieces.

The Seattle Conservatory of Music is a program of Seattle Youth Symphony Orchestra. Its mission is to provide students with a full 
curriculum of music, academic, and performance opportunities that expand student knowledge and enrich student appreciation. 
The Conservatory serves a vital role for helping students become well-rounded musicians with academic and performance study 

courses that will enrich their orchestral experience with SYSO.

The Seattle Conservatory of Music is a highly customizable and versatile program with a wide array of classes to fulfill a range of 
needs and wants. Recommended curriculum and placement tests are available upon request.

Performance Study
The performance study classes are must-haves for young 
musicians seeking a career in music performance.

Collegiate Performance Preparation Class
This course trains students to become well-rounded, confident 
musicians who are capable of performing under pressure, and are 
knowledgeable in self-presentation. It prepares students for collegiate 
music school and orchestra auditions, as well as local, national, and 
international competitions. Weekly performance classes give students 
the opportunity to play and also to be evaluated by the audience, in 
addition to community performances the year. The Collegiate Prep 
Class is designed to be taken over the course of several years starting as 
early as freshman year of high school as to educate, and guide students 
and families through the college audition process. 

Violin Audition Class 
This weekly orchestral excerpt “boot camp” for advanced violin students 
is taught by former Seattle Symphony concertmaster Maria Larionoff. 
Standard orchestral repertoire and concertmaster solos will be studied 
in addition to regular “mock” auditions. Audition tips and techniques 
will be discussed and there will be a leadership workshop to cultivate 
the skills necessary to effectively lead a violin section. Sight reading 
practice will be included, as well as an intensive spiccato seminar.

*Chamber Music
In Chamber Music, an enormous world of great literature is opened
to the student as well as heightened musical awareness as they apply
listening skills to the execution of their individual parts. A wonderful
hybrid of solo and ensemble skills, each player is an equally important
part of the overall performance, at times heard as an individual, and
then also as a supportive ensemble member. There is no conductor,
so each player learns how to convey, play and listen simultaneously in
a collaborative effort with peers. Articulation, dynamics, and tempo
concepts are addressed in detail as each player matches and blends
with colleagues as the students demonstrate their collaborative musical
project.

Weekly coaching sessions culminate in two recitals each year. Students 
are matched according to age, level of advancement and repertoire 
instrumentation to form the groups. Subjects covered include listening 
skills, teamwork, shared commitment, ensemble/ rehearsal techniques, 
and reading/interpretation of the score. Depending on the situation, 
more instrument specific aspects may be explored which may include 
bowing, and fingering/breathing choices for given passages.

“SCM classes make learning music a much richer experience. Music history gets me in the head of the composer in the 
context of his era. Music theory breaks down the structure almost mathematically and shows how all the notes work 
together. Ear training forces me to listen more mindfully to my own playing, as well as to that of other musicians. There 
really is no place else like SCM...it makes me love music more, and I am in the company of friends who take music as 
seriously as I do.”

MARTHA SPRAGUE 
SCM STUDENT SINCE 2015

Student Testimonials

“Hours of rehearsal are not enough to be a good performer. I’m heading to college next year to major in performance and 
boy am I glad to have studied ear training and music theory, and to have been in prep class which is like a master class 
with outside performances. SCM gave me the foundation and confidence to learn at college level. And it was relatively 
painless—the classes are super small and teachers really are in tune (pun!) with how we are learning. Besides, it’s fun 
because I’m with friends who are music nerds just like me.”

JOELLE ARCUINO 
SCM STUDENT SINCE 2014

“ The Theory, Ear Training and Collegiate Performance Prep Classes at the Seattle Conservatory of Music helped prepare 
me for my college auditions and gave me the academic and performance skills that I needed to be successful as a full-
scholarship student at the Colburn School of Music.”

EVAN JOHANSON 
SCM STUDENT

* NEW * Music Appreciation
Maestro Juan Felipe Molano invites students, parents, and community 
members alike for an exploration of symphonic music.  Students will 
develop listening skills and experience the greater backround and 
context of selected works in a holistic sense. Class activities will 
include lectures, written assignments, and listening activities of 
performances live and recorded.

* Recommended classes for students new to the Conservatory.
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